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# Casino Wisdom
Episode 
Introduced

1 Origin of the phrase & know when to leave. 1

2 In all casino situations, the bankroll comes first 77

3 Don't drink and gamble, or be well prepared to do so. 4

6 When there is a problem, remain calm, and look for a 'casino resolution' 9

7 Be accountable to someone or something 17

9 The casino is not the final word, there is a higher power!  Use it wisely.

11 You can't win the car from the couch 26

14 Don't tip away your win 10

15
I'm not playing the game of (fill in the blank), I'm playing the game of Casino 
Gambling. 

21

16 You gotta carry defense, cause you always carry cash 41

19 If you have choices, pick the better rewards system (for you). 15

22 Always play your free slot play. 3

23 Always play your free bets, strategically. 18

24 If they offer you a lottery ticket, take it and play it. 69

28 Settle for singles and doubles, and the home runs will happen. 14

30
If you are a regular in a casino, the casino's employee's are not your employee's, they
are your co-workers.  Treat them accordingly and act like you work with them.

93

33 You need to want the win, more than you want the action 11

37 Have fun, but pay attention to the details 32

40 Always play the best rules your wager will buy. Created by ECE. 89

42 Have a winning mindset, or don't gamble 48



43 To keep your loses low, just don't go (or gamble). 53

47 The casinos biggest advantage, Infinite time/infinite money 6

53
When playing blackjack, playing incorrectly on purpose is gambling to lose on 
purpose

35

55 Always, check your change 67

58 Luck is the intersection of opportunity and preparation 19

60 Have a win stack. 8

63 Plan around your promotions 13

66 Everytime you get a new players card, ask if tier matching is available 98

67
Emotional control is perhaps the most important casino skill, don't play in negative 
emotional situations.  Contributed by friend of the podcast and long time Casino 
Ally The Walking Wikipedia.

22

70 Don't loan money to, or borrow money from strangers in a casino 51

74 If there is an app, get the app 12

77 If you don't ask, you don't get 7

81 ABC, always be casinoing 20

82

Created by Keeper of Wisdom, numbered for his division in the U,S, Army.

 No matter what happens, trust your preparation and finish the hand or the machine 
according to the casino kombat battle plan.

59

86 Have allies 5

87 Don't create adversaries 86

88 When gambling, mistakes happen, let the dealers and the floor do their job. 58

90 Always, above all, practice patience.  80

93

When you have a big win, make several small choices.

(Save, taxes, charities, bills, and a future bank roll to offset potential 
future loses)

2

96
When gambling with Celebrities, you are both just gamblers, until you make 
yourself a fan.

57

99 If you don't know your numbers, you don't know your gambling 24




